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Abstract

The time it takes the fastest searcher out of N � 1 searchers to find a
target determines the timescale of many physical, chemical, and biological
processes. This time is called an extreme first passage time (FPT) and is
typically much faster than the FPT of a single searcher. Extreme FPTs of
diffusion have been studied for decades, but little is known for other types
of stochastic processes. In this paper, we study the distribution of extreme
FPTs of piecewise deterministic Markov processes (PDMPs). PDMPs are
a broad class of stochastic processes that evolve deterministically between
random events. Using classical extreme value theory, we prove general
theorems which yield the distribution and moments of extreme FPTs in
the limit of many searchers based on the short time distribution of the
FPT of a single searcher. We then apply these theorems to some canon-
ical PDMPs, including run and tumble searchers in one, two, and three
space dimensions. We discuss our results in the context of some biological
systems and show how our approach accounts for an unphysical property
of diffusion which can be problematic for extreme statistics.

1 Introduction

The first time a random searcher finds a target is called a first passage time
(FPT) and is commonly used to understand timescales in many areas of physics,
chemistry, and biology [1]. The majority of prior work on FPTs analyzes the
first time a given single searcher finds a target. However, it is being increasingly
realized that in many applications the important timescale is not how long it
takes a given single searcher to find a target, but rather how long it takes the
fastest searcher out of N � 1 searchers to find a target [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

One particularly illustrative example is in human fertilization [10]. Why do
roughly N = 3 × 108 sperms cells search for the oocyte when only one sperm
cell is necessary for fertilization? It is believed that a single sperm cell searching
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for the oocyte would be far too slow, and thus many sperm cells are required to
accelerate the search process [10, 11, 2]. Remarkably, N = 3 × 108 sperm cells
seems to be necessary, as a reduction in the number of sperm cells by only a
factor of four may cause infertility [12].

To setup the problem more precisely, let τ1, . . . , τN be N independent and
identically distributed (iid) FPTs. Prior work has focused on a single FPT, τ1,
whereas the more relevant timescale in many applications is the minimum FPT,

TN := min{τ1, . . . , τN}. (1)

This minimum or fastest FPT, TN , is called an extreme value [13], and it is
typically much faster than τ1 if N � 1.

The first motivation for the present work deals with a well-known [14] un-
physical property of diffusion that is particularly problematic in extreme value
theory. Most of the prior work on extreme FPTs deals with diffusive searchers,
meaning τ1, . . . , τN are the FPTs of N independent diffusive Brownian searchers
to find some target. If the searchers have diffusivity D > 0, and the target is
distance L > 0 from the initial searcher locations, then the mean of this extreme
FPT satisfies [15, 16]

E[TN ] ∼ L2

4D lnN
as N →∞. (2)

Notice that this time vanishes as N → ∞. However, diffusion approximates a
random walk with steps of finite speed. In particular, if a searcher follows a
random walk with speed v > 0, then it could never find a target that is distance
L away faster than time t0 := L/v > 0. Hence,

TN ≥ t0 > 0, (3)

which contradicts (2).
The discrepancy between (2) and (3) stems from the infinite speed of propa-

gation of solutions to the diffusion equation [14, 17, 18]. To illustrate, consider a
one-dimensional (1d) searcher that moves at constant speed v > 0 but switches
direction (either to the left or to the right) at rate λ > 0. This process is called
a 1d run and tumble [19, 20]. If the searcher starts at the origin, then the
probability density for its position, p(x, t), satisfies

p(x, t) = 0, |x| > vt, (4)

since it cannot move more than distance vt in time t. Now, it is common to
approximate the density of a run and tumble process by solutions to the diffusion
equation [21],

∂

∂t
p = D

∂2

∂x2
p, (5)

with D = v2/(2λ). However, solutions to (5) are strictly positive everywhere if
t > 0,

p(x, t) > 0, x ∈ R, t > 0,
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which violates (4). The problem is that (5) is a valid approximation for a 1d run
and tumble process if t � 1/λ and |x| = O(

√
(v2/λ)t), whereas (4) concerns

values of x outside the range of validity (see the Appendix for a review of this
calculation).

The discrepancy between random walks at finite speed and diffusion at infi-
nite speed can often be safely ignored in many applications, since the discrep-
ancy occurs in the tails of the distribution. However, extreme FPTs depend
precisely on these tails. In contrast to diffusion, a broad class of stochastic
processes which move at finite speed and thus avoid this issue are piecewise
deterministic Markov processes (PDMPs).

PDMPs are stochastic processes that evolve deterministically between jumps
of a Markov chain [22]. The word “hybrid” is often used in describing PDMPs
since they consist of a continuous component {X(t)}t≥0 and a discrete com-
ponent {J(t)}t≥0. The discrete component J is a Markov jump process, and
each element of its state space corresponds to some continuous dynamics for X.
In between jumps of J , the continuous component X evolves according to the
dynamics associated with the current state of J . When J jumps, X switches to
following the dynamics associated with the new state of J . Typically, X takes
values in Rd and follows an ordinary differential equation (ODE) in between
jumps of J ,

d
dtX(t) = FJ(t)

(
X(t)

)
∈ Rd, (6)

where {Fj(x)}j is a given set of vector fields. Putting the 1d run and tumble
described above in the framework of (6), J(t) ∈ {0, 1} jumps at rate λ, d = 1,
and the vector fields are simply F0(x) = −v, F1(x) = v.

In this paper, we study extreme FPTs for PDMPs. Specifically, we determine
the distribution of TN in (1) for large N where the individual FPTs, τ1, . . . , τN ,
are iid realizations of the first time X(t) in (6) reaches some target Utarget ⊂ Rd,

τ := inf{t > 0 : X(t) ∈ Utarget}.

Since PDMPs move at finite speed (assuming supj ‖Fj(x)‖ <∞), we avoid the
contradiction between (2) and (3) which occurs for diffusion.

In addition, this work is motivated by the many applications of PDMPs in
biology [23, 24, 25, 26], physics [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32], engineering [33, 34, 35],
and finance [36]. In terms of biology, the swimming motion of bacteria is often
modeled by a run and tumble process in two dimensions (2d) or three dimen-
sions (3d) [37]. As in 1d, a run and tumble in 2d or 3d moves at constant speed
(a “run”) until a random “tumbling” time, at which point it chooses a new ran-
dom direction and starts a new run until the next random tumbling time, and so
on. Run and tumble processes in 1d have been used (i) in the Dogterom-Leibler
model of microtubule catastrophes [38] and (ii) to model intracellular transport
by molecular motors on a microtubule [39]. Similar models have also been used
to study sperm cells searching for an egg [40] and intermittent search strate-
gies, in which a searcher switches between a slow search phase and a fast motile
phase [41, 42]. PDMPs are also used in stochastic gene expression [43, 44],
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Figure 1: (a) Run and tumble in 1d. (b) Run and tumble in 2d. In both (a)
and (b), the black dashed curve illustrates the fastest possible trajectory, the
thick blue curve illustrates the fastest trajectory out of N � 1 trajectories, and
the thin curves illustrate the N − 1 slower trajectories.

biochemical reactions [45], and neuroscience [46], where the continuous compo-
nent X represents the concentration(s) of abundant molecular species and the
jump component J represents either molecules with low copy number or some
environmental state. PDMPs have also been used in ecology to understand
population dynamics in a changing environment [47]. In addition, PDMPs have
been studied for their interesting and sometimes counterintuitive mathematical
features [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. Due to the diversity of the groups study-
ing PDMPs, they are given several names in the literature, including stochastic
hybrid systems, randomly switching dynamical systems, dichotomous Markov
noise processes, velocity jump processes, and random evolutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we summarize
our main results. In section 3, we give general theorems which yield the ap-
proximate distribution of extreme FPTs based on the short time asymptotic
behavior of a single FPT. In sections 4-7, we apply these general results to
four canonical PDMPs. We conclude by discussing related work and some bio-
logical applications. We collect the proofs and various technical details in the
Appendix.

2 Main results

Let {τn}n≥1 be an iid sequence of realizations of a some FPT τ , and assume
that there exists t0 > 0 and q ∈ [0, 1) so that

P(τ < t0) = 0,

P(τ = t0) = q ∈ [0, 1),

P(τ < t0(1 + ε)) > 0 for every ε > 0.

(7)
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The existence of such a t0 is typical for FPTs of PDMPs, and it represents the
fastest possible FPT. For example, in the case that X is a run and tumble in
1d, 2d, or 3d with speed v > 0, and τ is the first time the process escapes a ball
of radius L > 0,

τ := inf{t > 0 : ‖X(t)‖ > L},
then t0 = L/v. See Figure 1 for an illustration.

Define the fastest FPT TN as in (1). Since {τn}n≥1 are iid, (7) implies that

P(TN < t0) = 0,

P(TN = t0) = 1− (1− q)N , q ∈ [0, 1).
(8)

Further, it follows from (7) that TN converges almost surely to t0 as N → ∞
(even if q = 0). To understand the distribution of TN for large N , we therefore
need to understand the rate and distribution of the stochastic convergence of
TN to t0 as N → ∞. To do this, we need information on the distribution of a
single FPT τ around t0. In particular, assume that there exists α > 0 and p > 0
so that either

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) = (1− q)αεp + o(εp), (9)

or P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) = (1− q)α ln(1/ε)εp + o(εp ln(1/ε)), (10)

as ε→ 0+, where f(ε) = o(g(ε)) means limε→0+ f/g = 0.
Under assumptions (7) and (9)-(10), we prove below that (Theorem 2)

TN =d t0(1 + ξNaNΣN ), (11)

where =d denotes equality in distribution, ξN ∈ {0, 1} is a Bernoulli random
variable with

P(ξN = 1) = (1− q)N , (12)

the scaling constant aN > 0 is

aN :=

{
(αN)−1/p if (9) holds,

(αN ln(N)/p)−1/p if (10) holds,
(13)

and ΣN > 0 is a random variable independent of ξN that converges in distribu-
tion to a Weibull random variable with unit scale and shape p,

ΣN →d Weibull(1, p) as N →∞. (14)

In words, (11) means that the distribution of TN is given by (i) flip a coin
to see if TN = t0 or TN > t0 (corresponding to ξN = 0 or ξN = 1) and (ii)
if TN > t0, then TN = t0(1 + aNΣN ) where ΣN is approximately a Weibull
random variable for N � 1. Put another way,

TN =d

{
t0 with probability 1− (1− q)N
t0(1 + aNΣN ) with probability (1− q)N ,
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where ΣN > 0 is approximately Weibull for large N .
Therefore, (11)-(14) give the full distribution of TN for large N . For example,

(11)-(14) yield all the moments of TN for large N . To illustrate, we prove that
(Theorem 4)

E[TN ] = t0 + (1− q)N t0aNΓ(1 + 1/p) + h.o.t.,

Variance(TN ) = (t0aN )2(1− q)N
[
Γ(1 + 2/p)− (1− q)N

(
Γ(1 + 1/p)

)2]
+ h.o.t.,

where Γ(·) is the Gamma function and h.o.t. refers to terms which are higher
order for large N . We prove analogous results (Theorems 6 and 7) about the
full distribution and moments of the kth fastest FPT,

Tk,N := min
{
{τ1, . . . , τN}\ ∪k−1j=1 {Tj,N}

}
, k ∈ {1, . . . , N},

where T1,N := TN .
We apply these general theorems to some specific PDMPs in sections 4-7.

To illustrate briefly, consider run and tumble processes in 1d, 2d, and 3d with
speed v > 0 and tumbling rate λ > 0 (for simplicity, upon tumbling in 2d or
3d, assume the new angle is chosen uniformly). Let T 1d

N , T 2d
N , and T 3d

N denote
the first time one of N such run and tumble processes escapes a ball of radius
L > 0 in 1d, 2d, and 3d. Defining the dimensionless tumbling rate ρ := λL/v,
we find that

E[T 1d
N ] =

L

v

[
1 +

(2(1− e−ρ)N+1

ρ(ρ+ 1)e−ρ

) 1

N

]
+ h.o.t.,

E[T 2d
N ] =

L

v

[
1 +

( (1− e−ρ)N+2

(ρe−ρ)2

) 1

N2

]
+ h.o.t.,

E[T 3d
N ] =

L

v

[
1 +

( (1− e−ρ)N+1

ρe−ρ

) 1

N lnN

]
+ h.o.t.

In addition to the means of T 1d
N , T 2d

N , and T 3d
N , we also find their approximate

full distributions for large N . We also apply our theorems to a PDMP whose
velocity varies between switches (see section 7). The specific PDMP in section 7
has been used to study both gene expression [43] and storage systems [56].

3 General theory

3.1 Fastest FPT

As in section 2, assume (7) and (9)-(10). In light of (8), in order to understand
the distribution of TN , it remains to understand the distribution of TN when
TN > t0. Toward this end, let {τ̃n}n≥1 be an iid sequence of realizations of τ
conditioned that τ > t0. That is,

P(τ̃n < t) = P(τ < t|τ > t0) =
P(t0 < τ < t)

P(τ > t0)
=

P(t0 < τ < t)

1− q . (15)
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Further, define

T̃N := min{τ̃1, . . . , τ̃N}.

Hence, we have

TN =d t0 + ξN (T̃N − t0), (16)

where ξN ∈ {0, 1} is an independent Bernoulli random variable satisfying

P(ξN = 1) = (1− q)N .

Therefore, it remains to understand the distribution of T̃N − t0. We prove
below that a certain rescaling of T̃N − t0 converges in distribution to a Weibull
random variable. The definition and proposition below give some standard facts
about the Weibull distribution.

Definition. A random variable X ≥ 0 has a Weibull distribution with scale
parameter t > 0 and shape parameter p > 0 if

P(X > x) = exp(−(x/t)p), x ≥ 0. (17)

If (17) holds, then we write

X =d Weibull(t, p).

If (17) holds with p = 1, then X ≥ 0 has an exponential distribution with mean
t > 0, and we write

X =d Exponential(t).

Proposition 1. If X =d Weibull(t, p), then its survival probability is in (17)
and its probability density function is

fX(x) = (p/t)(x/t)p−1 exp(−(x/t)p), x > 0,

with fX(x) = 0 if x ≤ 0. Its moments are

E[Xm] = tmΓ(1 +m/p), m ≥ 0,

where Γ(·) denotes the gamma function. Hence, its mean and variance are

E[X] = tΓ(1 + 1/p), Variance(X) = t2
[
Γ(1 + 2/p)−

(
Γ(1 + 1/p)

)2]
.

The first theorem below proves that the following rescaling of T̃N converges
in distribution to a Weibull random variable with unit scale and shape p,

ΣN :=
T̃N − t0
aN t0

→d Weibull(1, p) as N →∞,

where aN and p depend on the asymptotic distribution in (9)-(10) of a single un-
conditioned FPT. In light of (16), this gives the full distribution of TN for large
N . The proofs of all the results of this section are collected in the Appendix.
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Theorem 2. Let {τn}n≥1 be an iid sequence of random variables and assume

P(τn < t0) = 0, P(τn = t0) = q, for some t0 > 0 and q ∈ [0, 1),

and assume that for some α > 0 and p > 0, either

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) = (1− q)αεp + o(εp), (18)

or P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) = (1− q)α ln(1/ε)εp + o(εp ln(1/ε)), (19)

as ε→ 0+, where f(ε) = o(g(ε)) means limε→0+ f/g = 0.
Then

TN := min{τ1, . . . , τN} =d t0(1 + aNξNΣN ), (20)

where

aN :=

{
(αN)−1/p if (18) holds,

(αN ln(N)/p)−1/p if (19) holds,
(21)

and ξN ∈ {0, 1} is a Bernoulli random variable satisfying

P(ξN = 1) = (1− q)N ,

and ΣN > 0 is a random variable that converges in distribution to a Weibull
random variable with unit scale and shape p,

ΣN →d Weibull(1, p) as N →∞. (22)

The random variables ξN and ΣN are independent.

Remark 3. If (20) and (22) hold for some sequence of scalings {aN}, then
it is straightforward to check that (20) and (22) hold for any sequence {a′N}
satisfying

lim
N→∞

aN/a
′
N = 1.

Therefore, there are infinitely many valid choices of the scalings {aN} in Theo-
rem 2. The choices in (21) are merely the simplest.

We further note that the values of {aN} are determined by inverting the
function S(ε) := P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) for ε � 1 (see the proof of Theorem 2
in the Appendix for details). In the case that (19) holds, the value of aN that
results from this inversion is

aN =
(
− αNW−1

(
− p/(Nα)

)
/p
)−1/p

, (23)

where W−1(z) denotes the lower branch of the LambertW function [57]. The
value aN = (αN ln(N)/p)−1/p in (21) results from finding the asymptotic be-
havior of (23) for large N .
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While Theorem 2 regards convergence in distribution, it is known that con-
vergence in distribution does not necessarily imply moment convergence [58].
That is, for a sequence of random variables {XN}N≥1, we cannot in general
conclude that E[(XN )m] → E[Xm] as N → ∞ merely because XN →d X as
N → ∞. However, in the case of extreme values, convergence in distribution
does imply moment convergence [59].

Theorem 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, assume further that

E[TN ] <∞ for some N ≥ 1.

Then for each moment m ≥ 0, we have that

E[(ΣN )m]→ Γ(1 +m/p) as N →∞.

Therefore, if m ≥ 0, then

E[(TN − t0)m] = (1− q)N (t0aN )mΓ(1 +m/p)

+ o
(

(1− q)N (t0aN )m
)

as N →∞,

where f(N) = o(g(N)) means limN→∞ f/g = 0. Hence,

E[TN ] = t0 + (1− q)N t0aNΓ(1 + 1/p)

+ o
(
(1− q)N t0aN

)
as N →∞,

Variance(TN ) = (t0aN )2(1− q)N
[
Γ(1 + 2/p)− (1− q)N

(
Γ(1 + 1/p)

)2]

+ o
(
(1− q)N (t0aN )2

)
as N →∞.

3.2 kth fastest FPT

In this subsection, we generalize Theorems 2 and 4 on the fastest FPT to the
kth fastest FPT,

Tk,N := min
{
{τ1, . . . , τN}\ ∪k−1j=1 {Tj,N}

}
, k ∈ {1, . . . , N},

where T1,N := TN . The distribution of Tk,N can be described in terms of a
generalized Gamma distribution.

Definition. A random variable X ≥ 0 has a generalized Gamma distribution
with parameters t > 0, p > 0, k > 0 if

P(X > x) =
Γ(k, (x/t)p)

Γ(k)
, x ≥ 0, (24)

where Γ(a, z) :=
∫∞
z
ua−1e−u du denotes the upper incomplete gamma function.

If (24) holds, then we write

X =d genΓ(t, p, k).

9



If (24) holds with p = 1 and k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . }, then X ≥ 0 has an Erlang
distribution with scale t > 0 and shape k, and we write

X =d Erlang(t, k).

Proposition 5. If X =d genΓ(t, p, k), then its survival probability is in (24)
and its probability density function is

fX(x) =
p(x/t)kp exp(−(x/t)p)

xΓ(k)
, x > 0,

with fX(x) = 0 if x ≤ 0. Its moments are

E[Xm] = tm
Γ(k +m/p)

Γ(k)
, m ≥ 0.

Hence, its mean and variance are

E[X] = t
Γ(k + 1/p)

Γ(k)
, Variance(X) = t2

[
Γ(k + 2/p)

Γ(k)
−
(Γ(k + 1/p)

Γ(k)

)2]
.

Further, if X =d Erlang(t, k), then X is equal in distribution to a sum of k iid
exponential random variables,

X =d

k∑

j=1

Xj , where Xj =d Exponential(t).

The following theorem gives the distribution of Tk,N for large N .

Theorem 6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, we have that

Tk,N =d t0

(
1 + aN

k−1∑

j=0

ξj,NΣk−j,N

)
, (25)

where the random variables {ξj,N}Nj=0 satisfy ξj,N ∈ {0, 1},
∑N
j=0 ξj,N = 1, and

P(ξj,N = 1) =

(
N

j

)
qj(1− q)N−j ,

and {Σk−j,N}k−1j=0 are nonnegative random variables that converge in distribution
to generalized Gamma random variables,

Σk−j,N →d genΓ(1, p, k − j) as N →∞. (26)

The random variables {ξj,N}Nj=0 are independent of {Σk−j,N}k−1j=0 .

10



The random variables {ξj,N}k−1j=0 in Theorem 6 serve to indicate how many
of the k fastest FPTs, T1,N , . . . , Tk,N , are equal to t0. In particular, the event
ξj,N = 1 (and thus ξi,N = 0 for i 6= j) corresponds to the event that exactly
j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} of the k fastest FPTs are equal to t0,

T1,N = T2,N = · · · = Tj,N = t0, Tj+1,N > t0.

Hence, if ξj,N = 1, then (25) becomes

Tk,N =d t0(1 + aNΣk−j,N )

and Σk−j,N is a rescaling of T̃k−j,N−j

Σk−j,N =
T̃k−j,N−j − t0

aN t0
,

where we define T̃k,N as the kth fastest FPT out of the N conditioned FPTs,

T̃k,N := min
{
{τ̃1, . . . , τ̃N}\ ∪k−1j=1 {T̃j,N}

}
, k ∈ {1, . . . , N},

where T̃1,N := T̃N . Since Theorem 6 concerns the limit N → ∞, replacing

T̃k−j,N−j by T̃k−j,N is immaterial. Also, if ξj,N = 1 for j ≥ k, then (25) merely
reduces to

Tk,N = t0,

since this corresponds to the event that at least k many FPTs were equal to t0.
The following theorem ensures the convergence of the moments of the kth

fastest FPT.

Theorem 7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, we have that for each mo-
ment m ≥ 0,

E[(Σk−j,N )m]→ Γ(k − j +m/p)

Γ(k − j) as N →∞.

Therefore, if m ≥ 0 and q ∈ (0, 1), then

E[(Tk,N − t0)m] = (t0aN )m
k−1∑

j=0

(
N

j

)
qj(1− q)N−j Γ(k − j +m/p)

Γ(k − j)

+ o
(

(t0aN )m
(Nq)k−1(1− q)N−k+1

(k − 1)!

)
as N →∞.

Similarly, if m ≥ 0 and q = 0, then

E[(Tk,N − t0)m] = (t0aN )m
Γ(k +m/p)

Γ(k)
+ o
(
(t0aN )m

)
as N →∞.
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4 One-dimensional run and tumble

In the following four sections, we apply the general theory of section 3 to extreme
FPTs of some specific PDMPs. In order to apply the theory to each example,
we merely need to show that the distribution of a single FPT satisfies either
(18) or (19) for some t0 > 0, q ∈ [0, 1), α > 0, and p > 0.

Consider a 1d run and tumble process (commonly called a velocity jump
process) that moves with a constant velocity to the left or a constant velocity
to the right and switches direction at a constant Poissonian rate. Specifically,
consider the PDMP (X(t), J(t)) ∈ R× {0, 1} satisfying

d

dt
X(t) =

{
−v0 < 0 if J(t) = 0,

v1 > 0 if J(t) = 1,

X(0) = 0,

(27)

where J(t) ∈ {0, 1} is a two-state continuous-time Markov jump process with
jump rates

0
λ0



λ1

1.

Let p0 and p1 give the initial distribution of J ,

P(J(0) = 0) = p0 = 1− p1 ∈ [0, 1].

4.1 FPT to L > 0

Define the FPT of the process (27) to L > 0,

τ := inf{t > 0 : X(t) = L}.

Since the process moves with velocity either −v0 < 0 or v1 > 0, the smallest τ
could be is

t0 := L/v1 > 0.

Further,

q := P(τ = t0) = p1e
−λ1t0 ∈ [0, 1).

In words, q is the probability that the process starts in the positive direction
(p1 ∈ [0, 1]) and that the process does not change direction before hitting L
(e−λ1t0 ∈ (0, 1)).

Let M(t) be the number of jumps of J before time t and let {sn}n≥1 be the
sequence of holding times of J (and thus J jumps at times s1, s1 + s2, s1 + s2 +
s3, . . . ). Then

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) =

∞∑

j=0

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = j). (28)

12



It is immediate that the j = 0 term is zero for ε sufficiently small (namely
ε < 1),

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 0) = 0, if 0 < ε < 1, (29)

because if M(t0) = 0 and J(0) = 1, then τ = t0 and if M(t0) = 0 and J(0) = 0,
then τ ≥ 2t0 almost surely. Further, it is straightforward to check that if j ≥ 3,
then

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = j) = O(ε2), if j ≥ 3. (30)

We thus focus on the j = 1, 2 terms in the sum in (28). Looking first at the
j = 1 term, it is straightforward to check that

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 1, J(0) = 1) = O(ε2).

It is also immediate that

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 1|J(0) = 0)

= P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0(1 + ε)) = 1|J(0) = 0) +O(ε2).

Now, if t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε), M(t0(1 + ε)) = 1, and J(0) = 0, then we need that

−s1v0 + (t0(1 + ε)− s1)v1 > L,

which is equivalent to s1 <
εL

v0+v1
(using that t0 = L/v1). Hence,

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0(1 + ε)) = 1|J(0) = 0)

= P(s1 <
εL

v0+v1
, s2 > t0(1 + ε)− s1|J(0) = 0)

= P(s1 <
εL

v0+v1
, s2 > t0|J(0) = 0) +O(ε2)

=
[
1− e−λ0(

εL
v0+v1

)]e−λ1t0 +O(ε2).

Putting this together, we have that

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 1) = p0
[
1− e−λ0(

εL
v0+v1

)]e−λ1t0 +O(ε2). (31)

Moving to the j = 2 term in (28), we have

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 2, J(0) = 0) = O(ε2),

and

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 2|J(0) = 1)

= P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0(1 + ε)) = 2|J(0) = 1) +O(ε2).

Now, if t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε), M(t0(1 + ε)) = 2, and J(0) = 1, then we need that

s1v1 − v0s2 + (t0(1 + ε)− (s1 + s2))v1 > L,

13



which is equivalent to s2 <
εL

v0+v1
(again using that t0 = L/v1). Hence,

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0(1 + ε)) = 2|J(0) = 1)

= P(s2 <
εL

v0+v1
, s1 + s2 < t0(1 + ε), s1 + s2 + s3 > t0(1 + ε)|J(0) = 1)

= P(s2 <
εL

v0+v1
, s1 < t0, s1 + s3 > t0|J(0) = 1) +O(ε2)

= P(s2 <
εL

v0+v1
|J(0) = 1)P(s1 < t0, s1 + s3 > t0|J(0) = 1) +O(ε2)

=
[
1− e−λ0(

εL
v0+v1

)]P(s1 < t0, s1 + s3 > t0|J(0) = 1) +O(ε2).

Now,

P(s1 < t0, s1 + s3 > t0|J(0) = 1) =

∫ t0

0

e−λ1(t0−s)λ1e
−λ1s ds = λ1t0e

−λ1t0 .

Putting this together, we obtain

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 2) = p1λ1t0e
−λ1t0

[
1− e−λ0(

εL
v0+v1

)]+O(ε2).
(32)

Therefore, by (28), (29), (30), (31), and (32), we have that

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) = (p0 + p1λ1t0)e−λ1t0
[
1− e−λ0(

εL
v0+v1

)
]

+O(ε2)

= (1− q)αε+O(ε2),

where

α =
λ0L(λ1Lp1 − p1v1 + v1)

v1(v0 + v1)(eλ1L/v1 − p1)
. (33)

Summarizing, (18) holds with p = 1, t0 = L/v1, q = p1e
−λ1t0 , and α in (33).

4.2 Escape the interval (−L0, L1)

Define the first time that the process (27) escapes the interval (−L0, L1),

τ := inf{t > 0 : X(t) /∈ (−L0, L1)}. (34)

Notice that the earliest time that the process could reach L1 is L1/v1 and the
earliest time that the process could reach −L0 is L0/v0. Hence, if L1/v1 <
L0/v0, then t0 = L1/v1, and

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε), X(τ) = −L) = 0 if t0(1 + ε) < L0/v0.

Therefore, we can merely apply the analysis from the previous subsection to
conclude that (18) holds with p = 1, t0 = L1/v1, q = p1e

−λ1t0 , and α in (33)
with L replaced by L1. The case where L1/v1 > L0/v0 is similar.
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Figure 2: Run and tumble in 1d. The left panel plots the absolute error (38)

for the mean of T̃N as a function of N . The right panel plots the probability
density of (39) for N = 1, 10. In both panels, we take L = v = 1 and λ = 3.

Hence, consider the case that L0 = L1 = L, v0 = v1 = v. Therefore,

t0 = L/v, q = p0e
−λ0t0 + p1e

−λ1t0 (35)

Following the argument of the previous subsection, it follows from symmetry
that

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) = (p0 + p1λ1t0)e−λ1t0
[
1− e−λ0(

εL
2v )
]

+ (p1 + p0λ0t0)e−λ0t0
[
1− e−λ1(

εL
2v )
]

+O(ε2)

= (1− q)αε+O(ε2),

where

α =
L
[
λ1e
−λ0Lv (λ0Lp0 + p1v) + λ0e

−λ1Lv (λ1Lp1 + p0v)
]

2v2
[
1− p0e−

λ0L
v − p1e−

λ1L
v

] . (36)

Summarizing, (18) holds with p = 1, t0 and q in (35), and α in (36).

4.3 Numerical simulation: mean and full distribution

To illustrate our results, we perform stochastic simulations of the process (27) to
generate statistically exact realizations of the fastest FPT, TN := {τ1, . . . , τN},
where {τ1, . . . , τN} are N iid realizations of the FPT in (34). The details of our
stochastic simulation algorithm are in the Appendix.

As in section 3, recall that

TN =d t0 + ξN (T̃N − t0),

where ξN ∈ {0, 1} satisfies P(ξN = 1) = (1− q)N ,

T̃N := min{τ̃1, . . . , τ̃N},
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and {τ̃1, . . . , τ̃N} are N iid realizations of τ conditional that τ > t0. Since the

distribution of TN is trivial in the case ξN = 0, we focus on T̃N .
Consider the symmetric case that L0 = L1 = L, v0 = v1 = v, and λ0 = λ1 =

λ. Since the interval (−L,L) ⊂ R is bounded, it is follows that E[TN ] < ∞
for any N ≥ 1. To see this, note that the process must escape the interval,
|X(t)| > L, if the jump process ever spends more than time 2L/v = 2t0 in a
particular state before jumping. Note further that each time the jump process
jumps, the probability that it spends more than time 2t0 in its new state is
p := e−2λt0 ∈ (0, 1). Hence, by conditioning on how many jumps J takes before
it spends more than time 2t0 in a particular state, we obtain

E[TN ] ≤ E[τ1] ≤ 2t0

∞∑

j=0

(j + 1)p(1− p)j =
2t0
p

<∞. (37)

Hence, Theorem 4 implies that

E[T̃N ] = t0

(
1 +

1

αN

)
+ o(t0N

−1) as N →∞,

where t0 = L/v and α is in (36). In the left panel of Figure 2, we plot the
absolute error of our approximation t0(1 + 1

αN ),

∣∣∣E[T̃N ]− t0
(

1 +
1

αN

)∣∣∣, (38)

as a function of N , where E[T̃N ] is calculated from Monte Carlo simulations.
In agreement with our theory, the absolute error decays faster than N−1 as N
grows.

The right panel of Figure 2 plots the probability density of

ΣN =
T̃N − t0
t0aN

=
αN(T̃N − t0)

t0
(39)

calculated from Monte Carlo simulations for N = 1 and N = 10. In agreement
with Theorem 2, this distribution converges to an exponential distribution with
unit mean as N grows. Interestingly, this figure shows that the convergence to
an exponential distribution is quite fast in this example.

5 Two-dimensional run and tumble

Consider a 2d run and tumble process X(t) ∈ R2 with constant speed v > 0
and constant tumbling (switching) rate λ > 0. That is, the process starts
at X(0) = 0 ∈ R2 and moves at speed v in a uniform random direction un-
til an exponentially distributed time with rate λ, at which point the process
chooses a new random direction and then moves at speed v until another ex-
ponentially distributed time with rate λ, and so on. For simplicity, we assume
that each random direction is chosen independently and uniformly, but it would
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be straightforward to relax this assumption and allow for correlations between
successive random directions (see below).

Let τ be the first time the process escapes a disk of radius L > 0,

τ := inf{t > 0 : ‖X(t)‖ > L}, (40)

where ‖ · ‖ denotes the standard Euclidean length. By defining dimensionless
time and space variables, t → (v/L)t and x → x/L, we can without loss of
generality consider a unit velocity and unit disk, v = L = 1, and a general
dimensionless switching rate λ. Hence, t0 = 1.

As above, we have that

P(1 < τ < 1 + ε) =

∞∑

j=0

P(1 < τ < 1 + ε,M(1) = j), (41)

where M(t) is the number of switches before time t. It is immediate that the
j = 0 term vanishes since τ = 1 if M(1) = 0.

Let us now focus on the j = 1 term. Notice that if 1 < τ < 1 + ε and
M(1) = 1, then this puts a constraint on the angle that is chosen upon the
first switch. To find this constraint, suppose the first switch occurs at time
s ∈ (0, 1). Without loss of generality, we choose a coordinate system so that the
initial direction of the process is directly in the vertical direction. That is, the
initial direction of the process is in the y direction,

X(t) = (0, t) ∈ R2, t ∈ [0, s].

Notice that if 1 < τ < 1 + ε and M(1 + ε) = 1 and the first switch happens at
time s ∈ (0, 1), then the location of the process at time 1 + ε will be on the disk
of radius 1 + ε− s that is centered at (0, s) ∈ R2. That is,

X(1 + ε) ∈ B := {(x, y) ∈ R2 : x2 + (y − z)2 = (1 + ε− s)2} ⊂ R2.

To find the probability that the angle chosen at time s is such that 1 < τ < 1+ε,
we must find the fraction of the boundary of B that lies outside the unit disk
centered at the origin. An elementary geometry exercise yields that this fraction
of the boundary is

{
π−1 arccos((x− s)/r) if s ∈ (ε/2, 1),

1 if s ∈ (0, ε/2],
(42)

where r = 1 + ε− s and x = (s2 − r2 + 1)/(2s).
For simplicity, we have assumed that when the process switches direction, it

chooses a new angle uniformly. Hence, the probability that 1 < τ < 1 + ε given
the first switch is at time s ∈ (0, 1) and that M(1 + ε) = 1 is the fraction in
(42). Therefore, by conditioning on the time of the first switch, we obtain

P(1 < τ < 1 + ε,M(1 + ε) = 1) = λe−λ
[ε

2
+

1

π

∫ 1

ε/2

arccos((x− s)/r) ds
]

(43)

= λe−λ
√

2
√
ε+O(ε).
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Figure 3: Run and tumble in 2d. The left panel plots the absolute error (45)

for the mean of T̃N as a function of N . The right panel plots the probability
density of (46) for N = 1, 10, 100. In both panels, we take λ = 3.

We note that if we assumed that when the process switches direction, it chooses
a new angle according to some nonuniform distribution (thus allowing for cor-
relations between successive angles), this would merely change the integral in
(43).

It is straightforward to check that the j ≥ 2 terms in (41) are higher order,
and so we obtain that (18) holds with p = 1/2, t0 = 1, q = e−λ, and

α = λe−λ
√

2/(1− q). (44)

5.1 Numerical simulation: mean and full distribution

As in section 4.3, we perform stochastic simulations of the 2d run and tumble
process to generate statistically exact realizations of the fastest FPT, TN :=
{τ1, . . . , τN}, where {τ1, . . . , τN} are N iid realizations of the FPT in (40). We

again focus on T̃N .
It follows from the same argument as in (37) that E[TN ] < ∞. Therefore,

since p = 1/2 in this case, Theorem 4 implies that

E[T̃N ] = t0

(
1 +

2

(αN)2

)
+ o(t0N

−2) as N →∞,

where t0 = 1 and α is in (44). In the left panel of Figure 2, we plot the absolute
error of our approximation t0(1 + 2

(αN)2 ),

∣∣∣E[T̃N ]− t0
(

1 +
2

(αN)2

)∣∣∣, (45)

as a function of N , where E[T̃N ] is calculated from Monte Carlo simulations.
In agreement with our theory, the absolute error decays faster than N−2 as N
grows.
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The right panel of Figure 3 plots the probability density of

ΣN =
T̃N − t0
t0aN

=
(αN)2(T̃N − t0)

t0
(46)

calculated from Monte Carlo simulations for N = 1, 10, 100. In agreement with
Theorem 2, this density converges to exp(−

√
t)/(2

√
t) as N grows.

6 Three-dimensional run and tumble

Now consider a 3d run and tumble process X(t) ∈ R3 with constant speed
v > 0 and constant tumbling (switching) rate λ > 0. That is, the process
starts at X(0) = 0 ∈ R3 and moves at speed v in a uniform random direction
until an exponentially distributed time with rate λ, at which point the process
chooses a new random direction and then moves at speed v until another expo-
nentially distributed time with rate λ, and so on. As in section 5, we assume
that each random direction is chosen independently and uniformly, but it would
be straightforward to relax this assumption and allow for correlations between
successive random directions (see below).

Let τ be the first time the process escapes a sphere of radius L > 0,

τ := inf{t > 0 : ‖X(t)‖ > L}, (47)

where ‖ · ‖ denotes the standard Euclidean length. Again, by defining dimen-
sionless time and space variables, t→ (v/L)t and x→ x/L, we can without loss
of generality consider a unit velocity and unit sphere, v = L = 1, and a general
dimensionless switching rate λ. Hence, t0 = 1.

As above, we have that

P(1 < τ < 1 + ε) =

∞∑

j=0

P(1 < τ < 1 + ε,M(1) = j). (48)

It is immediate that the j = 0 term vanishes since τ = 1 if M(1) = 0. Hence, let
us focus on the j = 1 term in (48). Notice that if 1 < τ < 1 + ε and M(1) = 1,
then this puts a constraint on the angle that is chosen upon the first switch. To
find this constraint, suppose the first switch occurs at time s ∈ (0, 1). Without
loss of generality, we choose a coordinate system so that the initial direction of
the process is directly toward the north pole. That is, the initial direction of
the process is in the z direction,

X(t) = (0, 0, t) ∈ R3, t ∈ [0, s].

Notice that if 1 < τ < 1 + ε and M(1 + ε) = 1 and the first switch happens
at time s ∈ (0, 1), then the location of the process at time 1 + ε will be on the
sphere of radius 1 + ε− s that is centered at (0, 0, s) ∈ R3. That is,

X(1 + ε) ∈ B := {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : x2 + y2 + (z − s)2 = (1 + ε− s)2} ⊂ R3.
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To find the probability that the angle chosen at time s is such that 1 < τ < 1+ε,
we must find the fraction of the surface area of B that lies outside the unit sphere
centered at the origin. An elementary geometry exercise yields that this fraction
of surface area is

{
ε(2+ε)

4s(1−s+ε) if s ∈ (ε/2, 1),

1 if s ∈ (0, ε/2].
(49)

As in the 2d run and tumble above, we have assumed that when the process
switches direction, it chooses a new angle uniformly. Hence, the probability that
1 < τ < 1 + ε given the first switch is at time s ∈ (0, 1) and that M(1 + ε) = 1
is the fraction in (49). Therefore,

P(1 < τ < 1 + ε,M(1 + ε) = 1)

= λe−λ
[ε

2
+

∫ 1

ε/2

ε(2 + ε)

4s(1− s+ ε)
ds
]

(50)

=
1

2
λe−λε(−2 ln(ε) + 1 + ln(2)) +O(ε2 ln(1/ε)).

If we assumed that when the process switches direction, it chooses a new an-
gle according to some nonuniform distribution (thus allowing for correlations
between successive angles), this would merely change the integral in (50).

It is straightforward to check that the j ≥ 2 terms in (48) are higher order,
and so

P(1 < τ < 1 + ε) = λe−λ ln(1/ε)ε+O(ε).

Hence, we obtain that (19) holds with p = 1, t0 = 1, q = e−λ, and

α = λe−λ/(1− q).

6.1 Numerical simulation: mean and full distribution

As in section 4.3, we perform stochastic simulations of the 3d run and tumble
process to generate statistically exact realizations of the fastest FPT, TN :=
min{τ1, . . . , τN} in (1), where {τ1, . . . , τN} are N iid realizations of the FPT in

(47). We again focus on T̃N .
It follows from the same argument as in (37) that E[TN ] < ∞. Therefore,

Theorem 4 implies that

E[T̃N ] = t0

(
1 +

1

αN lnN

)
+ o(t0(N lnN)−1) as N →∞,

where t0 = 1 and α is in (44). In the left panel of Figure 2, we plot the absolute
error of our approximation t0(1 + 1

αN lnN ),

∣∣∣E[T̃N ]− t0
(

1 +
1

αN lnN

)∣∣∣, (51)
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Figure 4: Run and tumble in 3d. The left panel plots the absolute error (51)

for the mean of T̃N as a function of N . The right panel plots the probability
density of (52) for N = 2, 10, 100. In both panels, we take λ = 3.

as a function of N , where E[T̃N ] is calculated from Monte Carlo simulations. In
agreement with our theory, the absolute error decays faster than 1/(N lnN) as
N grows.

The right panel of Figure 4 plots the probability density of

ΣN =
T̃N − t0
t0aN

=
αN lnN(T̃N − t0)

t0
(52)

calculated from Monte Carlo simulations for N = 2, 10, 100. In agreement with
Theorem 2, this distribution converges to an exponential distribution with unit
mean as N grows.

7 One-dimensional linear PDMP

In each of the previous examples, the velocity was constant between jumps.
We now consider an example in which the velocity varies continuously between
jumps. Specifically, consider the linear PDMP

d

dt
X(t) =

{
µ(A0 −X(t)) if J(t) = 0,

µ(A1 −X(t)) if J(t) = 1,

where J(t) ∈ {0, 1} is a continuous-time Markov jump process with jump rate
λ > 0 and A0 6= A1. This PDMP has been used to study both gene expression
[43] and storage systems [56].

Since we can nondimensionalize the problem by shifting and rescaling space
x→ (x−A0)/(A1−A0) and rescaling time t→ µt, it is enough to consider the
dimensionless problem

d

dt
X(t) =

{
−X(t) if J(t) = 0,

1−X(t) if J(t) = 1,
(53)
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Figure 5: Realizations of the linear PDMP in (53). The thin curves illustrate
typical realizations of (53), the thick dashed black curve illustrates the fastest
a realization could reach the threshold θ ∈ (0, 1), and the thick blue curve
illustrates the fastest realization to reach θ out of N � 1 trajectories.

where J(t) ∈ {0, 1} now jumps with a general dimensionless rate λ > 0. For
simplicity, suppose X(0) = 1 (the case of a general initial condition is similar).

Define the first time X(t) reaches some threshold θ ∈ (0, 1),

τ := inf{t > 0 : X(t) = θ}. (54)

Hence, the fastest X(t) could reach θ is

t0 = ln(1/θ) > 0,

and

q := P(τ = t0) = p0e
−λt0 ∈ [0, 1),

where p0 := P(J(0) = 0) =: 1 − p1. In words, q is the probability that the
process starts in the “down” direction (p0) and that it does not switch before
it reaches the threshold (e−λt0). Figure 5 illustrates many realizations of this
process.

As above, it is straightforward to check that

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε)) =

∞∑

j=0

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = j)

= P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 2, J(0) = 0)

+ P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 1, J(0) = 1) +O(ε)2.

Now, if t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε), J(0) = 0, and the first jump occurs at time s1 > 0,
then the next sojourn time s2 in state J = 1 must be such that

e−(t0(1+ε)−s1−s2)(1− (1− e−s1)e−s2) < θ.
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Figure 6: Linear PDMP in (53). The left panel plots the absolute error (56) for

the mean of T̃N as a function of N . The right panel plots the probability density
of (57) for N = 10, 50, 103. In both panels, we take λ = 3 and p0 = p1 = 0.5.

Solving this for s2, we find that

0 < s2 < ln ((es1 − 1) θε + 1)− s1 − ε ln(θ).

By conditioning on the values of s1 and s2, we therefore obtain

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0(1 + ε)) = 2, J(0) = 0)

= p0

∫ t0

0

∫ ln((es1−1)θε+1)−s1−ε ln(θ)

0

λe−λs1λe−λs2e−λ(t0−s1−s2) ds2 ds1

= p0λ
2θλ(θ − 1) ln(θ)ε+O(ε2).

Similary, if t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε), J(0) = 1, M(t0(1 + ε)) = 1 and the first two
sojourn times are s1 and s2, then

e−(t0(1+ε)−s1) < θ and s2 > t0(1 + ε)− s1.

Hence,

P(t0 < τ < t0(1 + ε),M(t0) = 1, J(0) = 1) = (1− e−λε ln(1/θ))e−λ ln(1/θ) +O(ε2)

= λθλ ln(1/θ)ε+O(ε2).

Therefore, we obtain that (18) holds with p = 1, t0 = ln(1/θ), q = p0e
−λt0 ,

and

α =
[
p0λ

2θλ(1− θ) ln(1/θ) + p1λθ
λ ln(1/θ)

]
/(1− q). (55)

7.1 Numerical simulation: mean and full distribution

As in section 4.3, we perform stochastic simulations of the process (53) to gener-
ate statistically exact realizations of the fastest FPT, TN := {τ1, . . . , τN}, where

{τ1, . . . , τN} are N iid realizations of the FPT in (54). We again focus on T̃N .
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It follows from a very similar argument to (37) that E[TN ] <∞. Therefore,
Theorem 4 implies that

E[T̃N ] = t0

(
1 +

1

αN

)
+ o(t0N

−1) as N →∞,

where t0 = ln(1/θ) and α is in (55). In the left panel of Figure 6, we plot the
absolute error of our approximation t0(1 + 1

αN ),

∣∣∣E[T̃N ]− t0
(

1 +
1

αN

)∣∣∣, (56)

as a function of N , where E[T̃N ] is calculated from Monte Carlo simulations.
In agreement with our theory, the absolute error decays faster than N−1 as N
grows.

The right panel of Figure 6 plots the probability density of

ΣN =
T̃N − t0
t0aN

=
(αN)2(T̃N − t0)

t0
(57)

calculated from Monte Carlo simulations for N = 10, 50, 103. In agreement with
Theorem 2, this distribution converges to an exponential distribution with unit
mean as N grows.

8 Discussion

In this paper, we studied extreme FPTs of PDMPs. We proved general theorems
which yield the approximate distribution of such extreme FPTs based on the
short time asymptotic behavior of a single FPT. We then applied these general
results to some canonical PDMPs.

In addition to the numerous processes which have been modeled by PDMPs
[26, 27, 35, 36], this work was motivated by results on extreme FPTs of diffusive
searchers. For the case of N � 1 searchers diffusing in 1d with diffusivity D > 0,
Weiss et al. [15] showed in 1983 that the mean fastest FPT satisfies

E[TN ] ∼ L2

4D lnN
as N →∞, (58)

where L > 0 is the distance from the initial searcher locations to the target.
The asymptotic behavior (58) was extended to various effectively 1d domains
in [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 10] and extended to certain higher dimensional domains
in [65, 66, 67]. In [16], classical results in large deviation theory were used to
show that (58) holds in great generality (including diffusions in Rd with space-
dependent diffusivities and force fields and diffusions on d-dimensional Rieman-
nian manifolds containing reflecting obstacles). In [68], extreme value theory
was applied to the case of diffusive searchers to find the asymptotic probability
distribution of TN and to find higher order corrections to (58). In particular,
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the short time behavior of the distribution of a single diffusive FPT was used
to determine the distribution of TN for large N [68]. The basic approach of the
present work follows that of [68], except that the short time distribution of a
PDMP FPT differs markedly from that of a diffusive FPT.

As described in the Introduction section, the fact that the fastest FPT of
diffusive searchers vanishes for large N is at odds with the fact that the time it
takes searchers moving at finite speed to find a target is bounded above zero. In
particular, run and tumble searchers with speed v > 0 and tumbling rate λ > 0
cannot reach a target distance L > 0 away in a time less than t0 := L/v > 0. In
what parameter regime can the extreme FPT of run and tumble processes be
approximated by an extreme FPT of diffusion? Combining (58) with the bound
TN ≥ t0 suggests that a valid approximation requires that t0 � L2/(4D lnN),
which means

D lnN

vL
� 1. (59)

Upon identifying D with v2/λ, the requirement (59) becomes

v lnN

λL
� 1. (60)

Therefore, if (60) is violated, we expect that run and tumble extreme FPTs
that are calculated using the diffusion approximation are not valid. Modeling
the motion of bacteria by run and tumble, approximate parameter values are v ≈
10µm s−1 and λ ≈ 1 s−1 [69], which implies that (60) is violated for lengthscales
L < 103 µm andN > 102. Similarly, approximate parameter values for modeling
molecular motor transport by run and tumble are v ≈ 10−1 µm s−1 and λ ≈
1 s−1 [70], which implies that (60) is violated for lengthscales L < 10µm and
N > 102.

Finally, it is interesting to discuss our results on the 3d run and tumble pro-
cess in the context of sperm cells searching for the oocyte in human fertilization
(as described in the Introduction). The distance a sperm cell must travel to find
the oocyte is estimated at L = 105 µm and they swim at an estimated speed of
v = 75µm s−1 [40]. In in vivo movies, sperm cell “motions were mostly ballistic
for distances of millimeters, as long as they do not encounter any obstacle” [40].
Supposing that this ballistic motion distance is l ∈ [4, 5] mm, we estimate that
λ is in the range

λ =
v

l
∈ [0.015, 0.01875] s−1. (61)

In Figure 7, we plot the formula that we derived in section 6,

E[TN ] ≈ L

v

[
1 +

( (1− e−(λL/v))N+1

(λL/v)e−(λL/v)

) 1

N lnN

]
,

for λ in the range (61). The solid blue curve is for the typical number of
sperm cells, N = 3 × 108, and the dotted red curve is for the reduction N =
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Figure 7: Expected search time for 3d run and tumble with parameters esti-
mated for human fertilization. See the text for details.

1
4 (3×108). The dashed black line is the fastest possible search time of L/v ≈ 20
minutes, which is in the physiological timescale of tens of minutes [71]. Of
course, fertilization is incredibly complex [72] and the process in section 6 is
a woefully crude idealization. Nevertheless, it is interesting that for typical
physiological parameters, the value of E[TN ] is in the correct timescale (solid
blue curve in Figure 7). It is also interesting that merely reducing N by a
factor of four can significantly increase the search time (red dotted curve in
Figure 7), given that such a reduction may cause infertility [12]. More broadly,
this simple calculation emphasizes the importance of the number of searchers
in determining FPTs and that a very large number of searchers (∼ 108) may be
necessary in certain biophysical processes.

9 Appendix

The appendix is divided into three sections. In section 9.1, we give the proofs of
the propositions and theorems of section 3. In section 9.2, we review the diffusion
approximation for 1d run and tumble processes described in the Introduction. In
section 9.3, we describe the stochastic simulation algorithm used in sections 4-7.

9.1 Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. This proposition presents basic facts about Weibull ran-
dom variables which are straightforward to show using (17).

Proof of Theorem 2. In light of (16), define the sequence of random variables
{Xn}n≥1 by Xn = (t0 − τ̃n)/t0, where the distribution of τ̃n is given in (15).
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Therefore, for −1� x < 0 we have

F (x) := P(Xn ≤ x) = P(τ̃n ≥ t0(1− x))

= 1− α(χ+ (1− χ) ln(−1/x))(−x)p

+ o((χ+ (1− χ) ln(−1/x))(−x)p) as x→ 0−,
(62)

where χ = 1 if (18) holds and χ = 0 if (19) holds. Hence, if y > 0, then (62)
implies

lim
t→0+

1− F (−ty)

1− F (−t) = yp.

Therefore, Theorem 1.2.1 and Corollary 1.2.4 in [73] imply that

MN := max{X1, . . . , XN} = −min{−X1, . . . ,−XN} =
−(T̃N − t0)

t0

satisfies

−MN

aN
→d Weibull(1, p) as N →∞, (63)

where aN > 0 satisfies

α(χ+ (1− χ) ln(1/aN ))(aN )p = 1/N for sufficiently large N.

Solving this equation for aN yields

aN :=

{
(αN)−1/p if (18) holds,(
− αNW−1(−p/(Nα))/p

)−1/p
if (19) holds,

where W−1(·) denotes the lower branch of the LambertW function [57].
Now, it is straightforward to check that if (63) holds for a sequence {aN},

then it also holds for any sequence {a′N} satisfying

lim
N→∞

aN/a
′
N = 1.

Therefore, in the case that (19) holds, it follows from the asymptotic behavior
of the LambertW function [57] that we may take

αN = (αN ln(N)/p)−1/p.

Defining ΣN := −MN/aN completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4. We have assumed that E[TN ] <∞ for some N ≥ 1. Thus,
if m ∈ (0, 1), then E[(TN )m] ≤ 1 + E[TN ] <∞. If m > 1, then it is straightfor-
ward to show that (see for example the proof of Proposition 2 in [16])

E[(T2m−1N )m] <∞.
Since Weibull random variables have finite moments, we complete the proof
by applying Theorem 2.1 in [59]. We note that rather than appealing to [59],
we could prove this theorem using the argument in the proof of Theorem 7
below.
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Proof of Proposition 5. This proposition presents basic facts about generalized
Gamma random variables which are straightforward to show using (24).

Proof of Theorem 6. Define

ξj,N :=

{
1 if Tj,N = t0 and Tj+1,N > t0,

0 otherwise,

where T0,N := t0 =: TN+1,N . Define

T̃k,N := min
{
{τ̃1, . . . , τ̃N}\ ∪k−1j=1 {T̃j,N}

}
, k ∈ {1, . . . , N},

where T̃1,N := T̃N . Then

Tk,N =d

N∑

j=k

ξj,N t0 +

k−1∑

j=0

ξj,N T̃k−j,N = t0 +

k−1∑

j=0

ξj,N (T̃k−j,N − t0)

since
∑N
j=0 ξj,N = 1 almost surely. Defining Σk−j,N := (T̃k−j,N − t0)/(t0aN ),

the convergence in distribution in (26) follows immediately from Theorem 2
above and Theorem 3.5 in [13].

Proof of Theorem 7. If a sequence of uniformly integrable random variables con-
verges in distribution, then the moments of the random variables also converge
[58]. Therefore, we need only prove that

sup
N

E[(Σk,N )2] = sup
N

E
[( T̃k,N − t0

t0aN

)2]
<∞, (64)

since (64) implies that the sequence {Tk,N−bNaN
}N is uniformly integrable [58].

Letting

S(x) := P
( τ̃n − t0

t0
> x

)
,

it follows by definition of T̃k,N that

P
( T̃k,N − t0

t0
> x

)
=
k−1∑

j=0

(
N

j

)
(1− S(x))j(S(x))N−j .

Therefore,

E
[( T̃k,N − t0

t0

)2]
=

∫ ∞

0

P
( T̃k,N − t0

t0
>
√
x
)

dx

=

k−1∑

j=0

(
N

j

)∫ ∞

0

(1− S(
√
x))j(S(

√
x))N−j dx.

Using (18)-(19) and standard integral estimates ensures that (64) holds, which
completes the proof.
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9.2 Run and tumble diffusion approximation

For the 1d run and tumble described in the Introduction section, the probability
density for its position, p(x, t), can be decomposed into the densities of right-
moving and left-moving searchers,

p(x, t) = p+(x, t) + p−(x, t),

where p± satisfy the advection-reaction equations,

∂

∂t
p+ + v

∂

∂x
p+(x, t) = −λ(p+ − p−)

∂

∂t
p− − v

∂

∂x
p−(x, t) = λ(p+ − p−).

Upon an algebraic manipulation and cross-differentiation of these equations, one
obtains

∂2

∂t2
p+ 2λ

∂

∂t
p = v2

∂2

∂x2
p. (65)

If xc > 0 and tc > 0 denote respectively some lengthscale and timescale of
interest, then nondimensionalizing (65) in terms of x := x/xc and t := t/tc and
rearranging yields

∂

∂t
p =

v2tc
2λx2c

∂2

∂x2
p− 1

2λtc

∂2

∂t
2 p.

Assuming tc � 1/λ, xc = O(
√

(v2/λ)tc), and neglecting O(1/(λtc)) terms from
the equation then yields (5) in dimensional variables x and t.

9.3 Stochastic simulation algorithm

We now describe the statistically exact stochastic simulation algorithm used
in sections 4-7. Since τ = t0 with probability q, we describe our stochastic
simulation algorithm to generate samples of τ conditioned that τ > t0 (the case
τ = t0 is trivial). As above, we denote this conditional FPT by τ̃ and note that
it is defined by

P(τ̃ < t) =
P(t0 < τ < t)

1− q .

First consider the run and tumble processes in sections 4-6. For the 1d case in
section 4, consider the problem of escape from an interval described in section 4.2
with L0 = L1 = v0 = v1 = 1. For these run and tumble processes in 1d, 2d, and
3d, note that the initial direction is unimportant by symmetry. Further, since
we are simulating the conditioned FPT τ̃ , the first jump time s1 > 0 must occur
before time t0 = 1. Hence, the distribution of s1 is exponential conditioned that
s1 < t0. That is,

P(s1 > t) =

{
e−λt−e−λt0
1−e−λt0 if t > t0,

0 if t ≤ t0.
(66)
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To generate a realization of s1, we set s1 = − ln(U(1−e−λt0)+e−λt0)/λ where U
is uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. We then generate realizations of the switching
times and random directions until the process leaves a unit ball, which we then
record as a single realization of τ̃ .

The stochastic simulation algorithm for the linear PDMP in section 7 is very
similar, except we also need to generate the random initial condition of the jump
process J . If p0, p1 denote the unconditioned probabilities, pj := P(J(0) = j),
then the conditioned probabilities are

p̃1 := P(J(0) = 1 | τ > t0) =
P(J(0) = 1, τ > t0)

P(τ > t0)
=

p1
p1 + p0(1− e−λt0)

,

p̃0 := P(J(0) = 1 | τ > t0) = 1− p̃1.

Thus, to generate a realization of τ̃ , we first generate the initial condition J(0) =
j with probability p̃j . Then, if J(0) = 1, then we generate the first switching
time s1 as an exponential random variable with rate λ. If J(0) = 0, then the
process must switch before time t0, and so we generate s1 as in (66) above. We
then continue to generate switching times until the process crosses the threshold
θ, which we then record as a single realization of τ̃ .

For each PDMP, we generate M = 108 realizations of τ̃ , which we denote by
{τ̃1, . . . , τ̃M}. Then, for a given value of N ≥ 1, we obtain K = bM/Nc iid real-

izations of T̃N (where b·c denotes the floor operator) denoted by T̃
(1)
N , . . . , T

(K)
N

by defining

T̃
(k)
N := min{τ̃(k−1)N , τ̃(k−1)N+1, . . . , τ̃kN}, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.

From these realizations of T̃N , we then compute the statistics (mean and em-
pirical probability densities) used in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 6.
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